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ABSTRACT

Four of the information centers operated by the Battelle Memorial

Institute were included in the BAARINC Library Mechanization Study.

The CDC 3400 computer is used for any mechanization although this-was

not extonsive at the time of the survey. A Flexowriter is used by BDIAC

to produce a monthly list of documents for security classification down-

grading and by REIC to produce a monthly accessions list with abstracts

and a coordinate index, and a semiannual compilation of government-

sponsored contracts relating to radiation-effects research. RACIC uses

Flexowriter edge-punched cards to produce a security log of secret cards

in the file. DMIC uses a Termatrex coordinate index system to store and

retrieve references to government-sponsored contracts of interest to the

Center. REIC uses a mechanized process to punch EAM cardc which are

used to produce a listing of clue words and a listing of reports with

accession numbers. REIC has also initiated the development of a thesaurus.

RACIC has mechanized its listing of clue words and is experimenting with

a computer program to produce a clue-word coordinate index from a file

of EAM punched cards. All four centers consider that their manually

produced and searched files of extracts are preferable to a computerized

system. However, they feel that additional mechanization of their printed

outputs would be desirable as a time-saving feature wherever it would prove

economical.
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I. SUMMARY

Four of the information centers operated by the Battelle Memorial

Institute were included in the Library Mechanization Study and are

discussed in this report. They are as follows:

I. Radiation Effects Information Center (REIC)

2. Remote Area Conflict Information Center (RACIC)

3. Battelle-DEFENDER Information Analysis Center (BDIAC)

4. Defense Metals Information Center (DMIC)

At the time of the survey, none of these centers was making

extensive use of mechanization.

REIC uses a Flexowriter to produce a monthly accessions list

with abstracts and a coordinate index, and a semiannual compilation of

government-sponsored contracts that apply to radiation-effects research.

The Center uses a mechanized process to punch EAM cards which in

turn produce the following: a listing of the "clue words," used for subject

indexing in the information filing system; a listing of processed, rejected,

and ordered reports with accession numbers for use in duplication

checking. In addition, the Center has initiated the development of a

thesaurus prior to the mechanization of the coordinate index to its

selected monthly accessions list.
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RACIC is experimenting with a computer program to produce a

clue-word coordinate index from a file of EAM punched cards. The

Center has mechanized its listing of clue words and is using Flexowriter

edge-punched cards to produce a security log of secret cards in the file.

BDIAC uses a Flexowriter to produce a monthly list of documents

for security classification downgrading.

DMIC uses a Termatrex coordinate index system to store and

retrieve references to government-sponsored contracts of interest to

the Center.B
BDIAC and DMIC elected not to introduce computer processing

because of the adequacy of their present manual systems and the relative

stability of their present clue-word collections. DMIC has, however,

an experimental project to produce a machine-readable record on

punched paper tape of each new accession reference added to their

data file. This tape was requested by the Material Information Branch

of Wright-Patterson Air Force Base to be used in an experimental

mechanized information retrieval system.

The administrative organization of the centers within the Institute

is shown in Appendix A. The four centers are currently operated under

government contracts. Subject to the control of their sponsoring agencies,
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they provide service to U. S. government agencies, their contractors,

suppliers, and other authorized users such as universities and research

institutes. These services include direct answers to requests for

information and publication of accessions lists, bibliographies, formal

reports, technical memoranda, technical notes, and state-of-the-art

reports.

When a visitor comes to a center, he is assisted by the staff in

pursuing his interest through the files, and conferences with appro-

priate scientists and engineers are arranged. Copies of extract cards

are made available to him for his own use. A request by telephone

or mail is referred directly to the proper engineer, and a copy is sent

to the information specialist concerned. An appropriate reply is then

developed by the engineer, with whatever assistance from the informa-

tion specialist that is deemed necessary. Inquiries that are not considered

to require the degree of engineering judgment which the technical special-

ists can provide are referred directly to the information specialists for

reply. However, the drafts to such replies may be subject to the approval

of the technical specialists concerned.

The data base in each center consists of filed 5 x 8 cards con-

taining extracted information from technical reports, journal articles,

correspondence, trip reports, conference papers, books, and any other
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material that may be pertinent. The extract, a unique feature of the

Battelle system, is the reference element of the data base containing

segments of actual text, charts, graphs, tables, and the like. The

holdings amount to about 60, 000 extract card references in DMIC,

25, 000 in REIC, 16,000 in RACIC.and 10, 000 in BDIAC. Each center

acquires material related only to its own field of interest and endeavors

not to duplicate material in any of the other centers. The centers have

conducted selective retrospective literature searches to develop detailed

backgrounds in their areas of specialty. Active acquisition efforts are

engaged in by each of the centers so that current information is avail-

able to the users of the centers

After a desired item is received and checked into one of the

centers, it is given to one of the Institute staff scientists or information

specialists who marks important pertinent information for extraction.

(Staff scientists devote up to 25 percent of their time to this activity;

the average in DMIC is 17 percent. ) In addition to the information to be

extracted, certain clue words are underlined for use in subject-filing

the extract.

The clue words are not subject headings or keywords from a pre-

established thesaurus but are words which, in the opinion of the specialist

or sci *ntist performing the review, provide the best clues to the content.
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New clue words may be added to the clue-word list any time it is neces-

sary. Besides the clue words, bibliographic entries (author, journal,

contract number, etc.) are also indicated.

The item with bibliographic data, clue words, and portions to be

extracted (all indicated by hand markings) then goes to the typing pool

where the extracts to be added to the files are typed on multilith masters

in 5 x 8 card format. Graphic material, if it is to be included, is reduced

to fit the 5 x 8 card format through the use of photodirect multilith masters.

A complete set of cards is then produced to be filed under each

underlined clue word and bibliographic entry in the extract. Filing

under each clue word is random. An example of a set of cards is shown

in Appendix B. The original document may be placed in the center for

more extensive perusal or sent to the Institute Library. (BDIAC retains

all original items processed. ) An objective of the extract system, how-

ever, is to minimize the necessity for reference to original documents,

insofar as this is economically feasible.
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II. MECHANIZATION

1. CHRONOLOGY

The Radiation Effects Information Center decided in May 1957

that the rate of change of their clue-word collection justified the use

of an EAM punched card file of the words and high-speed punching of

the cards by computer. The first printout of the rniechanizoed clue-word

list was in October 1957 following the punching of the clue-word collection-

on EAM cards. In early 1959, the Center identified a need for a single

means of listing AEC documents by AEC report number for loan pur-

poses. (AEC documents represent 40 percent of the incoming material.)

The first printout of the list occurred three months later after the neces-

sary references were keypunched.

The Remote Area Conflict Information Center began consideration

of mechanized process applications when the Center was established in

April 1963. The first machine-produced clue-word listing was made in

February 1964 from an EAM punched card file of 200 clue words. By

February 1965, the card file had been increased to 990 words and by

May to 2, 500 words. Currently, the Center is experimenting with a

computer program to produce a clue-word coordinate index with links

to be used with their manually produced accession/abstract publication.
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This index is intended to be used with the Center's accessions list by

clients in remote areas for their own retrospective search and selection

of desired documents.

2. DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSES

(1) REIC

1. Monthly Accessions List

An information specialist prepares an abstract of the

documents to be included and assigns clue words for the

coordinate index. A draft is typed, and a punched tape is

produced on a Flexowriter. The draft is edited, and the

edited tapes are used to prepare the accessions list.

A page of the accessions list (August 1965) is illus-

trated in Appendix C-1, and a page from the corresponding

coordinate index (October 1964 through September 1965) is

shown in Appendix C-2a with an explanation of the index

given in Appendix C-2b.

The list contains selected documents from the month's

acquisitions. The coordinate index is produced motithly on a

cumulative basis with a dual coordinate index prepared annually

on a contract year basis (November I - October 31). It is
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intended for users who desire to perform their own ret r'o..

spective searches. Both publications are distributed to a

mailing list of about 900 names, representing about 800

companies.

2. Contract List

A form is sent to the contractor or his sponsor or

both requesting information on title, termination date, con-

tract number, sponsor, contract monitor, contractor, chief

investigator, and a brief description of the program as it

applies to radiation-effects research. When this information

is received from the various contractors, it is reviewed by

an information specialist and the Project Director to determine

the relevancy of the contract to the REIC's field of interest.

The edited and correctly formatted contract information is

entered on punched paper tape by a Flexowriter. The punched

paper tape is attached to control cards on which the typed

information appears. The paper tape and associated control

cards are sorted into subject categories prior to printout of

the compilation. A contractor and contract number index is

prepared manually for the compilation.

-8-
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A printout of the contract information from the tape

is produced twice a year and averagcs 110 to 115 pages for

each run. This document formerly was classified Confiden-

tial but is now unclassified and is distributed to qualified

users.

3. Clue-Word List

The clue-word list contains about 18, 000 words at

present, and about 1, 000 new terms are being added each

year. They are numerically keypunched on EAM cards,

coded, and filed manually in a card file that is manually

updated continuously as new clue words are reflected. Filing

of the EAM cards is by the code number.

The machine-produced clue-word list, which is updated

at intervals of one to one and a half years, is printed from

the EAM card file and is m'ade available to assist the Center's

users in determining applicable clue words.

4. Report Number List

When reports which have recognized alphanumeric

report numbers"- are received or are learned of through the

Center's screening program, they are entcred into the Report

11. B. Mayfield, et al. , "Report Number Series," TID-85, U.S. AEC.

-9-
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Number List. When a reference to a report of interest is

obtained, the report number is manually entered in the list.

When the full-length copy is obtained, an accession number

is assigned and entered both on the report and in the Report

Number List with the associated report number. Periodi--

cally the hand-posted entries are keypunched on EAM cards.

From this card file, a list is printed out alphabetically by

report numbers with associated accession numbers.

Appendix C-2c shows the format. Reports with different

recognized report numbcr series are cross-referenced.

It Is used to show holdings and to check for duplication of

documents at the time, of ordering or receipt or both. It

has been updated 12 to 14 times in Lhe past eight years.

(2) rHACTC

I. Clue-Word List

Clue words used In the Center's riles are each key-

punched on an EAM card Also punched on cards are card

sequence number, a clue-word classification number, and

the higher order hierarchical clue word (if any). This

format is shown In Appendix C-3 along with a page of the
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Clue-Word List (Appendix C-4) to which the illustrated

EAM cards apply. The classification numbers are used

in sorting the clue-word file into one of six general subject

areas. In addition, a completely alphabetical listing is

prepared by merging all six subject areas and suppressing

duplicate entries. These are as follows:

Classification Number A rea

I Biological Science

2 Chemistry

3 Electronics and Communication

4 Mobility

5 Social Studies

6 Weapons

In the mechanized printing of the clue-word list, however,

the numbers are not printed.

2. Clue-Word Index

The Center is experimenting with a computerized

coordinate index of terms with related accession numbers

and utilizing links and roles. A controlled thesaurus with

specific-to-general relationships is part of the overall

system. Appendix C-5 illustrates three of the EAM cards
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being used in the experiment; these samples do not have the

links or codes punched. The list is machine-produced from

EAM cards. Appendix D illustrates the present card format..

the magnetic tape file structure, and the programs, but,

since this project is still experimental, these forms may

change.

(3) BDIAC-Security Classification Downgrading List

The following information is keypunched on EAM cards for

the classified documents: accession number, downgrading group

number, classification, and document date. These cards are

run periodically to produce a list of documents for downgrading.

(4) DMYC-Flexowriter Format for Computer Input

The Center has prepared, at the request of the Materials

Tnformatio, Branch at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, A

record format on Flexowriter punched paper tape suitable for

use in an experimental information retrieval program. This pro-

gram will provide, in machine-readable form, both bibliographic

data and subject category identification. The same tapes may be

used internally to produce DMTC', accessions list.
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III. PtROGIRAM SYSTEM DATA

Two experimental syst ems are discussed in this section. One is

RACIC.'s system for producing a clnu-word cooredinat e index; the other

is I)MIC's machine-readable record on punche(I paper tape.

1. RACIC-IDESCIRIPTION OF' F'ILES ANT) RUNS

The following magnetic tape files are used in thie experimental

runs for RACIC: Thesaturus Tape, Index File Update Tape, and Index

File Tape.

The formats for these three tapes are shown in Appendices D-2 and

D-3. EAM punched cards are used to convey updat ing information fo

each update run; these are described in Appendix D-1. Each card has

a code number punched in colunm 80 according to hlow the information

on the card is to be used,

Five operations are per)formed with these files:

Update Thesaurus Tapue

Generic Posting Generation

Updale Index File

Search and Retrieval

Print Files

"I'hese runs are illustrated in Appendices I)-2 to D-5.
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In the Update Thesaurus run, new terms (clue words) and all

corresponding broader, narrower, and related terms (if any) are each

punched on a separate EAM card. These are combined with Type 8

deletion cards, overpunch deletion cards, and the old thesaurus tape to

produce the updated thesaurus tape. Index addition cards, which do not

contain generic references, are then run with the updated thesaurus tape

to produce an expanded update index file which contains new terms, their

higher generic correspondents, accession numbers, roles, and links.

This is combined with deletion cards and the old index file to produce the

updated index file. Search and retrieval are possible by reading cards

containing a logical statement of the search requeQt expressed as terms,

roles, and the logical operators AND, OR, and NOT, and comparing this

stated request with the entries in the index file. The files themselves

may be printed out in three ways as indicated in Appendix D-5 and as

specified by the input cards.

2. DMIC-DESCRIPTION OF PAPER TAPE FILE

A paper tape of each new item record in the DMIC is being pre-

pared for use as input to an experimental information retrieval system.

The tape is made on a Flexowriter as a by-product of the typing of normal

bibliographic records. However, certain symbols are included in the typ-

ing which, while not appearing on the page copy, occur in the punched

paper tape. These nonprint symbols are used to set off information fields.

-14-
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Appendix .E is an illustration of a t vpic.al reco0rd with tille nowapr-i at

synfllols included as u (derlitedi letters. 'hlu' Irecord t begins with a soi;VHQ

of five Cariviage rt lu'ns followed by I)MIC's. coutrol numrnber' aInd at C Os-

siom numbet- iii a fixed field of 39 characters, (The control number

occupies t he first 32 chavracters of tile field a.ind is provided fot' coln-

puteor referelilc ill sea-'ching oil several items, e. g.., company, contiract

nurnher, jont'ril litle,. 'tc. ) This field and the other's ar e Separated

flIl ole iallotllu.r by two carriage roeturns and a tabulate shi ft. The

second field is th(- hat hol.I line With each separated by two spaces. Tho

two-space ut ry idenitifies to'r the computer Ihe boundaries of tile

"phrtases."

The third field contains the title, Cor'porate author or journal

title appears in the fourth field. The fifth field contains a subject

category code for' materials class and linking index terms. Whel're

s]evcral classes of materials are involved, a field fox. each class is mqse(d.

ThrecI'I spac e( , repaaIte tho subje. ct code and the index terin ; tile

index terms are separated fron each other by two spaces. The end of

the record is indicated by three backspaces. Empty fields are accounted

for by two backspaces following the boundary marker which iidic(at es tillh

beginning of the field. However-, each character in the control number

field must be accounted for; this is accomplished with four plus signs in

l)lacv( of ally missing elements and zeros if the element does niot fill tihe sort.
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IV.I.:I'IMVT, CORS'IS :AND EV.-\I,11ATION

I EQUIPMENT

CDC .1400 natttle's Digital Compliuter Pat flit v
uses a Control Data 3400 and :tsoci htvd
peripheral equipment. Th' CDC :3400
will be replaced by a CIDC 6I00 in mid-196.(.

Central processor with 312K 48-bit words
of internal storage

IB3M compatible tape units
1. 000 line-per-minute printer
1. 200 card-per-minute reader
25P0 card-per-minute punch
on-line point plotter
paper tape reader/punch

The facility also includes the following:

082 sorter
514 reproducer

017 collator
OSCAR J oscillograph reader coupled to a 16-mm

single-frame projector

2. COSTS

RACIC

Development of clue-word index program-16 man-hours

Keypunching (clue-word list and index)-10 man-months

Computer (average for all RACIC users)- $270/month
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REIC

Flexowriter (including tape, amortization, etc. )-$140/month

* Development of clue-word list system-one man-month

Computer and keypunching (average for card coding,
keypunching, updating, printing, etc. )-$2, 000/year

S3. FACILITY'S EVALUATION OF SYSTEM

All four centers consider that their manually produced and

searched files of extracts are preferable to a computerized system.

They point out that up to 80 percent of the requests for information can

be answered by direct reference to the extract files alone. In addition,

a user of the files is automatically "referred" to other positions of the

files by other clue words underlined on the cards he is using. A user

who makes a personal visit to the centers, usually on a tight air travel

schedule, has immediate access to the information itself, not merely

to bibliographic citations. Furthermore, the subject specialists who

deal with telephone queries often can answer questions on the spot by

reference to the files. On the other hand, additional mechanization of

the Centers' printed outputs would be considered desirabh. for time-rts

is saving features where it is economically advantageous.

The use of links in a coordinate index such as RACIC's experi-

mental clue-word index with accession numbers is considered valuable.

It is felt that roles, however, would have a lesser utility.

-17-



The use of a coordinate iiidex system, where introduced, will

probably remain as an auxiliary to the existing system of "clue wor'ds-

in-context," since there is only a limited demand for information

involving combinations of environments, etc.
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ORGANIZATION CHART OF FOUR CENTERS
WITHIN BATTELLF MEMORIAL INSTITUTE

Depu•t, ent
of

Economics
and

Information
Research

*50Ci 0* Infomrmation Teconoical

E c n m c R s.- c n m c

Reonomrch Research Ecoocs
S l ect Research
Section Section

Information Special

_ ISnformo*inI InformationRe search 
ayt m" 

D v s oDivision Engineering 
Operations

"",Division i , Division

Remote Area Battelle- Defense Radiation
Conflict DEFENDER 'I, Effects

Information Information Information Information
Center Analysis Center Center

'' Center

This chart does not reflect overall Battelle orgo-izotion,
nor does it show the relationship of the centers to tht
(,.hei divisions of Battelle, many of which are highly
involved with operations.
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Ac:cessions laist ......

2896
F. C. Hardtke, Argonne National Lob., Argonne, 111.
THERMMLECTRICITY IN IRiHAIATED DIELECTRICS. I. SOME'

GENERAL FEATURES".
The Journal of Chemical Phyics., 14 (9), May 1, 1965,

pp 3000-3009

A transitory charge displacement has been observed In genm-irradiated solid
dielectrics when the 3.2-mm-thick samples are heated subsequently in temperature
gradients of 5 to 40 C/nu. Several glasses melted in our laboratory and a few
co ercial glasses were irradiated at room temperature in a cobalt-60 radiation
facility at an exposure rate of 1 x 105 R/h. The charge displaced was found to
be directly proportional to the temperature gradient and, below a megaroentgen, to
the radiation exposure. With further exposure it approaches a maximum of a few
nanocoulombs per square centimeter. Electric fields above 100 V/nm applied to the
sample during heating produce only slight changes in the magnitude of the thermoelectric
discharge. A marked reduction in the discharge magnitude is observed in samples that
are shielded from the radiation source by metal plates approximately 0.1 g/cma- thick.
This suggests that the phenomenon -ay arise from the them! l release of trapped
electrons which have entered the sample as Compton recoils,

OMOANIC MATERIALS

2789T 
4
'1,r.1te

J.J.J. Myrron and G, R. Freeman, University of Alberta,,
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

THE RADIOLYSIS OF ETHANOL IV. DELTERATED ETRANOLS IN
THE LIQUID AND GAS PHASES

Canadian Journal of Chemistry, j_ (5), May, 1965,
pp 1484-1492

The value of G(-ethanol) in the vapor phase is nearly double that in the liquid
phase. Part of the difference appears to be due to the recombination of radicals in
liquid cages. Ethanol molecules, on the average, break into smaller framents in the
gas than in the liquid phase radlolysis. The isotopic compositions of the hydrogen
produced from various deuterated ethanols are consistent with the suggestion that the
reaction CH3CHpOH + -H3 CH2 OR -+ CH3CH2 OH t f CH3CH2O occurs to a significant extent
In the liquid not not in the gas phase. This reaction probably involves the shift of
a hydrogen atom along a hydrogen bond. The reaction C2 H5OHpt f- esolv- C-, 5 ' +- H2
does not occur to an appreciable extent in the liquid phase* In the liquid phase the
relative contributions of the three different groups in the ethanol molecule to
hydrogen production are in the order CHp > OH R CH3 . A similar trend occurs in the
gas, although the contributions of the three groups are more nearly equal in this X WC

phase. Isotope effects, in the range kH/kD = 2.213.9 per bond, occur in the methane
formation mechanism. The isotope effects are somewhat smaller in the liquid than in ,
the vapor phase and somewhat smaller in the inhibited than in the uninhibited systems. jk- A

A comparison of product distributions In the liquid and gas rd 1olyser of "everal o 1
compounds by (-rays and by a--particles indicates that L.E.T. effects can also
occur in the gas phase. Ethanol and Its solutions were irradiated at a tempera-
ture of 105 ± 3 degrees and a pressure of about 800 TorT. The liquid ethanol
samples were irradiated at !8 degrees. The dose rate in the Gammacell- O was about
6 x 1319 ev/g h for both liquid and gas samples.
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l:PNIaMI'ioll Of' ltI;IC' Cojorditiale Indxh'

C(X•RDINAY. T ND:,X

IrRODUCTION

The REIC staiff have determined that the MonthlvrAcces Loist ;s
being used for retrospective .,anrches t•n well as o current awarŽnvsq fncil;ty.
Consequently, the staff and the sponsor feel that an tdequatoý index •hould be
supplle¶l l.x serve as a rapid senrch tool.

The following inverted concept-coord Inate index Is boo.ed upon terms
generated In the REIC subject files. Th,- index is ciimulative throoghout the
year, and the staff will provide a "dual dictionary" at the enl of each
contract year to facilitate the retrospect.!ve search capabIlitic., ror the
accession list abstracts.

The Index Is subdivided into two sections. The first, Radiation
Environrment, Includes dosimetry and energy aspects of all electromagnet ,l and
particulate radiation sources, with the exception of 5paco radiation. S',ection
two deals with materials, properties, secondary environment (including space
cnvironments), devices, and all other subject concepts. An author section
and a generating organization section will be added to the index quarterly.

Under each concept term in the index are listed the accesn!on numbers
of the abstracts which have been indexed by that term. Links have been added
where necessary to obviate improper cordination wvith the resulting false
retrieval. Experience demonstrated that only four of the proposed EJC standard
role indicators would have been required with any significant number of the
entries.

To use the index, take those terms, aiithors, organlzations, etc. which
collectively describe the idea, or Ideas, for which the search Is required. A
comparison of the accession numbers will show those abstracts whose accession
numbers are common to all desired terms. These abstracts should contain
information on the desired subject matter.

Two important facts must be remembered In the use of this coordinate
(1) This is a SELECTFM ACCESSION LIST. Not all the documents

extracted for the REIC File are abstracted for inclusion
In this list. Approximately forty per cent are felt to
be inappropriate. Consequently, to insure completeness
in any search, it Is essential that the 1-EIC be 'ontlated.

(2) This dissemination service is not Intended to replace direct
contact at the various locations remote to the Center. Direct
contact with the Center and its technInal staff Isf encournged.

I I I I I II I I I I I I I Ia
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PACKS WARFARE EQUIPMENT
SOURCE WARFARE OPERATIONS
SUPPLY PUBLIC ADORLSS SYSTEMPOWERLINE SECURITY PUBLIC INFORmATION

POWER WAGON PUBLIC ORDERPPS PUNLIC RELATIONS
PPUS • ANPPS.4 PUBLIC WELFARE

PFS PUBLICAtION
PR PULMONARY

PR-155 PULSE
PR.l56 PUMP

PRC PURCHASE
PRC-06 ANjPRC.06 PURPLE
PRC.09 PRC-09 PURSUIT
PAC-1 AN/PRCbl0 PYRUPHORIC
PRc-25 AN/PRCai5 Pvo-UEhlN,1CS
PRC-35 AN/PRC-3b QUEST I UNNA IME
PRCw64 AN/PRCw6A I CK-F IA

PRECIPITATION RACE/RACIAL
PRESERVA%:VE RADAR
PRESS AIRBORNE
PRESSURE AIRBORNE RADARPRESTIGL RAOAR ODTECTION OF PERSONNELPRINTER/PRINT ING DOPPLER PERSONNEL SURVEILLANCE
PRISONIPRISONERS RADAR MAPPINGPROBLEMS ECHO AREA#CROSS SECTION..
PROCUREMENT RADAR MAPS
PROGRAM/PROGRAMMING MAPPROJECTILE RADAR METEOROLOOY (WCATNER)PRnJECTOR MTI RADAR
PROPAGANDA NTi

COMMUNIST NAVIGATION RADARUISSEMINATION OPTICAL RADAR
PROPAGATION SET

RADIOI RADAR PHOTOGRAPHY
TROPICAL RAVAR SETPROPELLANT SIVE-LOOKING RADAR (SLR)

PROPELLER SIDELUOKING
PROPERTY SURVEILLANCE
PROPULSION SURVLILLANCE RADARPROSYMS (PROJECT) RADIATION
PROTECTION RADIO
PROTEINS EQUIPMENT
PRUTOMA FREQUENCY
PRS HAMLET

FRS.4 AN/PRSw4 JUNGLEPRT MANePACKPSYCHOCHEMICAL 
RELAYPSYCHOLOGICAL RYAN RIFLL*SUTT

EFFECT SET
OPERATION SET 7? AMWAR STATION
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RACIC Card Format and Card Type Code

General Card Format

Card
Columns Description

1-7 Accession Number

8-9 Link Code

10-11 Role Code

12-18 Term (clue word) Co.Je

19 Sequence Number

20-79 Term Alphabetic

,W0 Subsection ID

Summary of Index Card Input Codes

Type Code Number Description

1, 2, 3 Add accession number-li; k-term
code-term alphabetic to index
tape

Delete accession number-link-
term code-term alphabetic from
index tape

8 Delete accession number and link

9 Search
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RACIC Update Thesaurus Run and Theoaurus Tape Format

S OLD ORDERED BY

/GENERIC TERM THESAURUS TRCORDERED MBY R
ORDERED BY UIDAETERA TERM CODE NUMBER

TERM CODE NUMBER CARDS TYPE 7

ADDITION OR
DELETION

UPDATED
THESAURUS

TAPE
FILE

Thesaurus
Tape Format

No. of RolHes
Rol e No. Alphabetic
Role No. Alphabetic
Role No. Alpha~betic

TERM CODE i

TERM ALPHABETIC

No.- OF HIGHER

GENERIC CODES

LIST OF HIGHER
GENERIC CODES

TERM CODE
TERM ALPHABETIC

No. OF HIGHER
GENERAL CODES

LIST OF HIGHER
GENERAL CODESI I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I aI I - - -
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RACIC Generic Posting Generation and Update Index File Runs

and Index File Tape Formats

UPDATED
TE2THESAURUS

FAD7DITO TAPE
CARDS

INDEX FILE

ZPUPDATE TAPE
FORMAT

r TERM CODE

EXPAND ADDED ROLE

TERMS WITH ACCESSION
CORRESPONDING NUMBER

GENERIC TERMS LINK

TERM CODE
ROLE

ACCESSION

INDEX NUMBER
FILE LN

UPDATELINK
TAPE

TY~rS6&8OLD
DELEION 

INDEX
C7 FILE

CARDS TAPE

INDEX FILE
•Jk ,, •TAPE FORMAT

No. OF SEARCHES

ADD AND TERM CODE

DELETE ROLE
No. OF ACC. Nos

ACC. No. LINK
ACC. No. LINK

UPDATED ACC. No. LINK
INDEX E H

"",o. O'F ýEACES
TILE TERM CODE

ROLE

ACC. No. LINK
ACC. No. LINK
ACC. No. LINK
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Search and Retrieval Run

PRI NK

[ PRINT

I -I
RINT SELECTEE,

ACCESSIONI
NUMBER SJ



I

D-5

Print Files Run

INDEX TH ARU
FHESAURUS

PECIFICATIO�PRINT !TTAP

PRINT

TERM CODE TERM (CLUE- GENERIC
ALPHABETIC WORD) LIST TERM

LISTLIST

LITLS



DMIC Bibliographic Record

C C C C C R/5710/112963/OF'l/68-4/N600/9361 T 052951 0

C

I1'Y J. A. Ford S S I. -V. Hertsbert SS F. 1). Lemkey C

C

'1' Analytical and Experimental Investigations of the Fracture C

T Mechanisms of Controlled Polyphase Alloys C

C

T" United Aircraft Corp. S S S Final Report, Report
No. B910068-4 S SC

T (October 29, 1962-November 29. 1963), November 29, 1963

SSSC

T Bureau of Naval Weapons, S S S N600(19)59361 C

C

T' Cm S S S Cr-Cr23-Cr6 S S Cu-Cr System S S fracture S S

metailographic C

T S S A1-A13Ni System S S modulus S S AI-CuA12 System
S S electron C

T fractography S S whisker S S tensile properties S S
toughness S S C

T modulllus of elasticity B 1 B

S stands for space. C stands for carriage return,
T stands for tabulate shift and B stands for backspace.

(:)The typist wouid, ia this point. turn off the punch mechanism

and store the taoe pending complet ion of the extract. At that
time( the fourth 'arialble field would be added to the tape.



Unclassified

DOCUMENT CONTROL DATA- R&O

BOOZ ALLEN APPLIED RESEAZRCH, INC. Unclassified
4733 Bethesda Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

11111.1 ''LF Mechanization Study of the DMIC, BDIC, RACIC and
REIC Information Centers of the Battelle Memorial Institute,Columbus. Ohio.

Final Report of on-site survey

G. A. Kershaw, D. Crowder, J. E. Davis, E. G. Loges,
E. Merendini, S. M. Thomas

Scptember,1966 47

DSA-7-15489 914-1-18

AD 640 113
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Distribution of this Document is unlimited

,II4PPL41 MPkeAy N''r I.' 9rOA p Ikt• MILITANI AC TIV.Tl

Defense Supply Agency
None Defense Documentati ,n Center

Cameron Station, Virqinia
I........... Four of the information centers operated by the Battelle

Memorial Institute were included in the library mechanization
study. The CDC :3400 coniWter is used for any mechanization
although this was not extensive at the time of the survey. A Flexo-
writer is used by BDIC to produce a monthly list of documents for
security classification downgrading and by REIC to produce a monthly
accessions list with abstracts and coordinate index, and a semian-
nual compilation of government-sponsored contracts relative to ra-
diation-effects research. RACIC uses Flexowriter edge-punched
cards to produce a security log of secret cards in the file. DMIC
uses a Termatrex coordinate index system to store and retrieve
references to government-sponsored contracts of interest to the
Center. REIC uses a mechanized process to punch EAM cards which
are used.to produce a listing of clue words and a listing of reports
with accession numbers. REIC has also initiated the development of
a thesaurus. RACIC has mechanized its listing of clue words and is
experimenting with a computer program to produce a clue-word co-
ordinate index from a file of EAM punched cards. All four centers
consider that their manually produced and searched files of extracts
arc p,-eferable to a computerized system. However, they feel that -

additional mechanization of their printed outputs would be desirable
',S a time-saving feature wherever it would prove economical.

OD D':'.1473 Unclassified
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